There Is No Age Limit For Bobbing Hair---Even Grandmother Is Doing It

The Bob Is More Than a Fashion, Hairdressers Say

The Bob comes in a range of cuts so varied that a real visual feast for the eyes of anyone who has been in the hairdressing business for even a short time is all that can be said of the motions being made for this new fad in hair cutting. There are so many different ways of cutting the hair in a bob that there is no limit to the amount that can be done and the variety of looks that can be achieved. The bob is not just a fashion; it is a style that can be adapted to any face shape and any hair texture.

Cutting the Hair

The cutting of the hair is done in a variety of ways, depending on the desired look. Some bobs are cut very short, almost to the scalp, while others are longer and have more volume. The hair is usually cut in layers, which adds texture and fullness. The shape of the bob can be round, square, or even angular, depending on the desired look.

Styling the Bob

The styling of the bob is also an important aspect of the bob. The hair can be styled in a variety of ways, from straight to wavy or curly. The hair can also be...